
Debuted in the Monmade x CDCP Art 
Print Collection, these 12” Contour 
Discs come in six translucent color 
options as well as a classic black and two 
frosted finishes. The moiré patterns and 
colors by artist Jessica Alpern Brown 
are designed to play with light to create a 
sense of movement and depth. 

The discs can be layered and configured 
in a variety of ways to create custom 
arrangements to fit any size space. 
Except for Frosted Mirror, the disc colors 
are two-sided and are reversible: one 
side is glossy and the other is matte 
finish. Disc(s) mount to flat interior 
surfaces with clear acrylic stand-offs. 

Available in 12” (shown here), 16”, 24”, 32” 
Diameters. Sold individually or in sets of 
three or more.
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12" Contour Discs
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12" Contour Discs

12"

12" Diameter
(shown in detail on 

previous page)

STANDAR D DISC DIAMETER S

Contour Discs are sold individually or in sets of three or more using any mix of sizes. 
Contour Discs are available in 12”, 16”, 24”, and 32” Diameters. The 32” Contour Disc is 
available only in Frosted Mirror; all other disc sizes are available in 9 colors.

16"

16" Diameter

32"

32" Diameter 
(available only in 
Frosted Mirror)

24"

24" Diameter
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12" Contour Discs

DISC CONFIGUR ATIONS

The discs can be layered and configured in a variety of ways to create custom arrangements 
to fit any size space. Except for Frosted Mirror, the disc colors are two-sided and are 
reversible: one side is glossy and the other is matte finish. Disc(s) mount to flat interior 
surfaces with clear acrylic stand-offs. Suggested arrangements include of 3 or more discs.

As shown: Configuration of 16” Soft Green, 12” Light Blue, and 24” Teal Contour Discs mounted with (4) Clear Acrylic Standoffs.

As shown: Configuration of 24” Purple,  12” Poppy, and 16” Daffodil Contour Discs mounted with (4) Clear Acrylic Standoffs.
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12" Contour Discs

HAR DWAR E & MOUNTING INFOR MATION

Clear Acrylic Standoffs come with each disc or disc arrangement. The appropriate number 
of standoffs are determined based on the arrangement. Standoffs  are ½” x ¾”  so that the 
discs sits slightly off the wall within ADA compliance guidelines.

As shown: Configuration of 24” Black, 12” Frosted Clear, 16” Frosted Mirror Contour Discs mounted with (4) Clear Acrylic Standoffs.

x



ABOUT THE PRODUCER

A multidisciplinary artist, Jessica Alpern Brown 
now offers fine art-inspired design products for 
commercial and residential spaces. With over 20 
years of design and fabrication experience, Jessica 
works with a variety of materials from paper, 
acrylic, and metal to found objects, organic matter, 
and non-toxic resin. Debuted in the Monmade x 
CDCP Art Print Collection, Jessica’s acrylic 
Contour Discs offer a vibrant, scalable design 
solution for walls. Arrangements of the textured 
pieces can be specified to suit a variety of spaces.  
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MADE IN THE U.S .A.

• Produced by Jessica Alpern Brown
• Manufacturing in Pittsburgh, PA

FEATUR ES &  BENEFITS

• Available in nine colors: Daffodil, Light Blue, 
Poppy, Purple, Soft Green, Teal, Black, 
Frosted Clear, Frosted Mirror

• Except for Frosted Mirror, disc colors are 
two-sided and are reversible between glossy 
and matte sheens

• Available discs sizes: 12” (shown in detail on 
first page), 16”, 24”, 32” (32” available only in 
Frosted Mirror)

• Discs can be purchased individually or in sets 
of 3 or more, in a mix of colors and sizes

• Suitable for interior applications; surfaces 
are waterproof and UV-light resistant

• ADA compliant wall product
• Lead time: approx. 4-6 weeks

TECHNICAL INFOR MATION

• 12”, 16”, 24”, 32” diameter ⅛” laser cut acrylic 
discs (circular design panels)

• ½” x ¾” clear acrylic standoff hardware

FINISH OPTIONS

• Select color(s) and disc dimension(s)
• Specify disc arrangements
• Artist specified disc arrangements available

CAR E &  MAINTENANCE

• Dust with soft cloth and clean with water-
based cleaner as needed

• Clear acrylic standoff hardware provided

12" Contour Discsx

SUSTAINABILITY  INFOR MATION

Meets sustainablyMonmade Dimensions

• Woman- and veteran-owned business  

• Materials sourced from Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Utah 

• Laser-cut design on acrylic require no framing or adhesives

• Standoffs are ½” x ¾”  so that the discs sits slightly off the wall 
within ADA compliance guidelines

• Acrylic is a durable and flexible material, it doesn’t lose color, can be 
cleaned easily with water, and is recyclable

• Producer offsets her studio’s energy usage with a wind power 
generator and rainwater collection

• Producer’s primarily manufacturing facility is a shared maker 
space, Protohaven, which is in proximity to producer’s studio, 
located within an LMI area, and currently working on increasing 
environmental initiatives

Learn more about Monmade’s holistic approach to sustainability.

https://www.monmade.org/sustainability/

